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ABSTRACT
In the first part of this talk I have reviewed the

history of the OZI rule. I then have shown how it is
a unique selector of glueballs and new quarks in
hadron spectroscopy. In particular the only glueball
candidates which cannot be explained by other
hypotheses within QCD are the IbJFU - 0 2 g (2010) ,
g (2300) and g (2340) observed in the OZI suppressed
reaction w*p •+ $<j>n. The narrowness of the J/0 and T
can only be explained by OZI suppression. I then
reminisced about thê  1954 Rochester Conference in
which our work on jr~p total cross sections and n~
production combined gave convincing evidence for the
delta being the first resonance. Described hoy the
1964 Dubna Conference results on small angle 5r~p
elastic scattering led to the first critical
experimental check of the pion-nucleon forward
dispersion relations which showed that the basic
axions of modern field theory worked on strong
interactions at high energies. I finally reminisced
about glueballs in the 1982 *nd 1988 Rochester
Conferences.

INTRODUCTION

Remarkable progress has been made in classifying hadronic quark-

built states and even extremely probable glueball states in hadronic

interactions. This is in spite of the fact that in hadronic states

the coupling constant is strong preventing the use of perturbative

theory calculations. Until the recent Lattice Gauge Theory and

This research was supported by the US Department of Energy under

Contract No. DE--AC02--76CH00016.



subsequent work there was no method of quantitative calculations in

strong interactions. Nevertheless, symmetry schemes, various models

and selection rules have in the past been used with surprising albeit

limited success.

SU(3) flavor symmetry led to the classification of mesons with a
PC

particular J into nonets. This classification preceeded the quark

model but was later found to be concerned with uds quarks only within

the context of the Quark Model.

Okubo early on recognized that there was a selection rule

strongly suppressing the decay of a J — 1 <j> meson into n it it or

pit while allowing it to decay into KK.

He proposed the nonet ansatz which was the algebraic version of

what was later to become known as the OZI rule. The proposal was that

the singlet member of the octet w_ and the singlet a>0 following from

SU(3) flavor symmetry for mesons be considered one unified nonet which

is represented by a non-traceless tensor Gu (/*,»/, — 1, 2, 3).

The nonet ansatz was to demand that
3

TrG -

A-l
should not enter into any physical expression at least within the

first order approximation. With this assumption, he demonstrated M(<f>

-» pit) - O,M(0 -+ it it it ) =- 0. The physical <f> and w were considered

coherent mixtures of a>g and w_. When the mixing angle B - tan Ipp

the above matrix element relations are true and the mixing angle is

referred to as ideal mixing. This ideal mixing resulted in nonet mass

formulae in very good agreement with experiment for the 1 nonet.
2

Zweig in his papers demonstrated that the nonet ansatz can

easily be reinterpreted in terms of the quark model. Let q., q., and

q, be the u, d, and s quarks respectively and represent the

nontraceless tensor G - q q where each element represents a bound

state of a quark and antiquark. Then r.he ideal mixing angle for the

nonet results in the <j> meson being regarded as a bound state of ss

whereas the u meson consists of a mixture of uu and dd but does not

have ss components. Then if we draw the quark line diagrams following

Zweigs approach we can see that u> -+ it it it can be drawn as a graph



containing only connected quark lines (Fig. 1) whereas for <j> •* n n°n~

the quark lines are disconnected (Fig. 2) and we have the so-called

hairpin diagram which is considered forbidden (at least to a

substantial suppression factor) . 4> -* K K is of course a connected

diagram (Fig. 3) .
3

lizuba et al. also published independently a work on the nonet

ansatz.

The author has reviewed this early history and related issues.

In the context of QCD, the OZI rule was extended to include quark line

diagrams in production as well as decay including those diagrams

containing the new charmed and bottom quarks. The basic rule that

disconnected diagram where the disconnection is caused by creation or

annihilation of a new type of quark has become a unique selector for

finding new types of quarks and even the long elusive glueball states

of Quantum Chromodynamics.

In this paper I will in the first part treat the OZI rule and its

application. Then in the second part of the paper I will cover some

personal Rochester Conference reminiscences, including:

1. The Delta - the first resonance Rochester Conference of 1954 and

thereafter.

2. Verification of the forward dispersion relations for 7r~p, p-p and

p-p. Rochester Conference, Dubna 1964 and after.

3. Glueballs, Rochester Conference, Paris 1982, and Munich, 1988.

THE OZI RULE INVOLVING u.d.s QUARKS

In the uds quark system it has been well established

experimentally and via phenomenological analyses that qq meson nonets

exist for JPC - 0"+,l", 2 + + and 3"". Except for the O'+ all those

with J > 1 are nearly ideally mixed (see Table I). Therefore these

nonets are representable by Quark Line Diagrams.

The reason all known nonets where J * 0 are approximatly idealy
PC -4-

mixed whereas the J - 0 nonet is = as far from ideal mixing as one

can get (i.e. it is ~ maximally mixed) can be understood by the

following.
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. TABLE I

(from Ref. 21, III.65)

Jpc

o-+

1—

2 + +

3 "

Nonet Members

ir, K, 77, rf

a2(1320), #£(1430), f'2{\\

p3(1690), #J(1780), X{U

525), /2(1270)

J50), u;3(lG70)

-10°

39°

28°

29°

*lin

-23°

3G°

26°

28°

In QCD there are only two basic flavor mixing mechanisms:
00

1. The vacuum mixing due to instantons and other vacuum effects.
2. Glueball mixing.

22Thus if J > 1 the vacuum mixing is expected to be small.

Furthermore if a glueball is not in the neighborhood of the kinematic

region under consideration its = "flavor blind" mixing characteristics

cannot come into play. Thus for these cases ideal mixing is to be

expected.

Figures 4 and 5 show connected and disconnected quark line
PC

diagrams involving both decay and production of the J - 1"" <\> meson
PC 1 1

and the J - 2 f mesons respectively. The experimentally observed

OZI suppression for disconnected (suppressed) diagrams is - 10

compared to connected (allowed) diagrams. In the context of QCD this

can be understood as follows. In a connected diagram there is a

continuous flow of color from the initial to the final state. Thus

many soft strongly coupled gluons are continuously emitted and

absorbed between qq pairs making up the mesons and the qqq trio's

making up the baryons in the initial and final state.

In a connected diagram when a qq pair separates far enough the

gluonlc strings connecting them break easily popping new qq pairs out

of the vacuum. However in a disconnected diagram the continuous flow

of color between initial and final state is interrupted and due to

annihilation of an initial state qq pair there are relatively hard

gluons in the intermediate state. Due to the observed precocious

asymptotic freedom these hard gluons have a relatively small coupling
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Disconnected (supressed

reaction) diagrams for

the u,d,s, quark system.
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only in <i> production.
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Disconnected diagrams in the

and excited $ states.

constant and this gives rise to the OZI suppression both in production

and decay.

Figure 6 shows disconnected diagrams for the J/t/> system. Here
3

the OZI suppression is > 10 . This is attributed to both the harder

intermediate state gluons and lack of appreciable relativistic

effects.
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The OZI suppression was the original and still the only

explanation for the very narrow (f = .06 MeV) width of the J/V>. Thus

in essence OZI suppression has been a unique selector in the discovery

of charmed quarks.

Figure 7 shows the 021 suppression in the T system leads to the

extremely narrow T (T = .04 MeV) and thus the OZI suppression has also

been a unique selector in discovery of the bottom quark.



A summary of standard quark model assignment for some of the

known mesons is shown in Table II (Ref. 21, pp. III.64).

Table I I (Table 2 of Ref. 21)

Table 2. Standard quark-model assignments for some of the known mesons. Some assignments,
especially for 0 + + , are contro"rraial. Only the states in the uu, ddt sa, cc, and bb columns and
the neutral states in the / — 1 column arc eigenstates of charge conjugation C.
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GUJEBALLS

Glueballs (multi gluon resonances) are so embedded in the guts of

QCD that without their discovery the theory can be seriously

questioned in the non-perturbative region. Yet the Particle Data

Group tables has a meson section, containing all the five quarks, a

baryon section, a gauge boson section, but no glueball section. If

this situation continues non-perturbative QCD is in serious trouble.

It is obvious from the foregoing that if glueballs exist they are

so masked by conventional qq states, their higher radial excitations,

and the broad continuum generated by multiquark states so that they

probably cannot ever be established without some selective sort of

filter which would reject the conventional states and let the

glueballs pass.



The OZI suppression is caused by the weak coupling of hard gluons

in intermediate states of disconnected diagrams. It occurred to me in

the mid Seventies that if in disconnected production diagrams

intermediate multigluon states resonated in a certain mass region to

form one or more glueballs, this like all resonance phenomena would

lead to effectively string coupling and break the OZI suppression for

the glueball states while it remained operating elsewhere for quark

built states. In other words an 021 suppressed production process

could act as a filter, letting glueballs pass while suppressing

conventional quark-built states. However you need to sweep a range of

kinematic masses and have a reaction which allows various J which
PC

include the J of the glueball states. The reaction used for this

glueball search was: n'-p -* <j><j>n (see Fig. 8). Double 4KJ> production

had never been observed before our experiment. • 1 0 - 1 4 > 1 9 However the

<t>4> system has only I - 0 and C - + but can have any J . The

disconnected quark line diagram for n p -> ̂ n is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8a

The quark line diagram for the reaction n p -* ̂ ^n which is

disconnected (i.e. a double hairpin diagram) and is OZI

forbidden. Two or three gluons are shown connecting the

disconnected parts of the diagram depending upon the quantum
PC ++

numbers of the 4><j> system. For the g 's, J - 2 , and only two

gluons are required. From the data analysis they come from the

annihilation of the incident n and a n exchanged between the

lower and the upper parts of the diagram.



ir-p-

Figure 8b
PC ++

The J - 2 glueball intermediate state in ir'p •+ <t>4>n. The

dash-dot lines with Crosshatch lines region indicates that we

don't know details of the glueball hadronization into <f><j>.

The kinematic range covered by a 23 GeV/c it' beam at AGS would

start at 2.038 GeV and extend beyond where various theoretical

estimates placed the 2 ground state glueballs. Using the BNL

Multiparticle Spectrometer which is like a high speed electronic

bubble chamber with triggerability and particle identification we

studied the three reactions:

1. jr'p -> K+K'K+K~n (OZI allowed)

2. ir'p ^ <f,K+K~n (OZI allowed)

3. ff p -+ ̂ n (OZI forbidden)

Figure 9 shows the mass of one K+K" pair plotted against the mass of

the corresponding second K+K" pair.

The uniform dots correspond to reaction (1), n'p -» K+K~K+K"n (OZI

allowed) . We then note the two <j> bands that correspond to the second

reaction (2), n p •* <6K+K"n (OZI allowed). However where they cross is

the OZI forbidden reaction (3), n'p -» <j><j>n, and if the OZI suppression

were operative nothing should happen at the intersection of the two

bands. Instead we find a black spot representing a huge peak which

when corrected for resolution towers a factor of - 1,000 over the 4-

kaon reaction and a factor of - 50 above the <AK+K".
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Figure 9

Scatterplot of K+K" effective mass for each pair of K+K~ masses.

Clear bands of (i(1020) are seen with an enormous enhancement

(black spot) where they overlap (i.e., </></>). This overlap

essentially represents a complete breakdown of OZI suppression.

In other words the OZI forbidden reaction strongly dominates

revealing a complete breakdown of the OZI suppression. In fact I have

shown that this is so based on a quantitative analysis. A partial

wave analysis of the <f><f> system allowed us to use six meaningful angles

since each ^ has spin. There are two decay angles in each <j> rest

frame (polar and azimuthal, 0 and a respectively) which carry

information, and in addition we have the usual Gottfried-Jackson

angles (/3, 7). The spin of the 4> makes these six angles and their

correlations incredibly powerful wave selectors.

At first9'12>14 (1982 and later) we used all waves which satisfy

Bose symmetry and where L — 3 and J - 4 for a total of 52 waves.
19 max

In our latest work with more statistics we used all waves which



satisfy Bose symmetry and have_ L - 0-4 and J - 0-6 for a total of 114

waves. We simultaneously analyzed the small $SK K physical

background. We used wide cuts (14 MeV) on the j> to ensure lack of

biases and raise the level of this background to <* 132 to allow a

simultaneous partial wave analysis of the physical reaction IT p -+

.0K+K~n. We allowed up to J - 2 (27 waves),

We, used the standard LBL/SLAC isobar model program to do our

partial wave analysis, but due to the narrowness of the </> the program

was independent of the isobar assumption and does not depend on any

model. The spectator particle was of course replaced by a decaying $.

We determined the acceptance by a Monte Carlo program which took

into account the geometry of our apparatus, multiple scattering, kaon

decay, detector inefficiencies, pattern recognition inefficiencies,

and the various cuts used in the analysis. We calculated a precise

six-dimensional differential acceptance for each mass bin of 10 MeV

width which was comparable to our experimental resolution T,, ~ 8 MeV.
9<P

In the partial wave analysis this differential acceptance was

integrated over each partial wave and all the interference between

them, thus forming an acceptance matrix which was then used in the

maximum likelihood fitting.

We used wave searching methods similar to those described in Ref.

14. Whereas previously in Refs. 11 and 14 we used all partial waves

which satisfy Bose Symmetry up to J - 4 and L - 3 (52 wave s ) , in this

analysis we used all waves up to J - 6 and L - 4 (114 waves).

We further improved the analysis by simultaneously doing the

partial wave analyses on <j>4> and ^K K (the small physical identified

background) using up to J - 2. We used the same ten mass bins as

previously in order to have sufficient statistics in each ^K K bin to

provide stable solutions. However since our acceptance was calculated

in 10 MeV bins the solutions are sensitive to the data distribution
14

over 10 MeV intervals. In agreement with our previous result the

best and only acceptable fit required the same three waves as

previously. Namely JPSLMr' - 2+2S0", 2+2D0", 2+0D0' referred to as S2,

D- and D» respectively. A two-wave fit was rejectd by > 20a.

Any other three-wave fit was rejected by 13c. Any fourth wave

had a small signal and did not improve the fit significantly. Fig.



10a shows the 4><t> mass spectrum and the acceptance for the overall

combined data sample. The points in Fig. 10b show the mass

independent determination of these three partial wave amplitudes.

In Fig. 10c we have, as previously, used the S? wave as a phase

reference and the points show the mass independent PWA D- and DQ wave

phases relative to S~ phase. From these figures it is clear that the

D_ and D» waves show typical amplitude and phase behavior corres-

ponding to resonances in the neighborhood of 2300 MeV while the

behavior of the S~ amplitude suggests a resonance near threshold (- 2

GeV). Therefore we used the K-matrix formalism to fit our data as we

have done in Ref. 14 since the K-matrix formalism preserves unitarity

which is a very important consideration. We find again that three K-

matrix poles (corresponding to the g~, g~,, and g™,,) give a very good

fit to all the <j><j> data. Only two inelastic channels (i.e. less than 1

per pole) were necessary to preserve unitarity. This fit is shown as

the solid lines in Figs. lOa-c. A two-pole fit was rejected by 18c

and a fourth pole had a small signal and did not improve the fit

significantly.
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Figure 10

(a) The acceptance corrected 4>4 mass spectrum, (b) intensity and
PC ++

(c) phase difference for the three J - 2 waves. The curves

show the fit by three Breit-Wigner resonances (i.e. K-matrix

poles). The resonance behavior and parameters are insensitive to

the detailed shape of the mass spectrum, and are primarily

determined by the six angular distributions and their

correlations.



It should be noted that each K-matrix pole in our fit corresponds

uniquely to an S (or T) matrix pole and thus one can extract the Breit

Wigner resonance parameters corresponding to those poles. These

parameters are shown in Table III. The error estimates are related

to correlations caused by considerable mixing of the waves comprising

the three resonant states. A comparison based on projecting the data

into 900 fine bins gives a good fit. Fig. 11 shows examples of this
P +binning which are important for selecting J - 2 . The errors are

2
derived from a complete study of the x surface. We generated

2
surfaces in the K-matrix variables which corresponded to a x of 4CT.

These surfaces enclosed our best solution which was an ~ 2a fit. The

resonance parameter errors in Table III correspond to this surface and

are conservative. The masses and total widths of the resonances are
14

consistent within errors given in the earlier analysis. We studied

the sensitivity of the Breit-Wigner parameters to possible variations

in the inelastic channels, and found that the Breit Wigner parameters

were very insensitive to possible variation of the characteristics of

the inelastic channels.

Figure 12 shows const, x da/dt' plotted vs. |t'|. For |t'| < 0.3

it is well fit by da/dt' - const. -(9.50 ± 0.10) |t'| corresponding to

TABLE III

Parameters of the Breit Wigner Resonances (corresponding to the
K-inatrix poles) and percentage of the resonances going into 2
S^, Do- and DQ channels. The errors come from a complete study
o£ the x surface.

Mass (GeV)

45 2 Oll+O-062

" ^-u -0.076

gT, 20 2.297±O.O28

gr. 35 2.339±O.O55

Width (GeV)

0 202 + 0 - 0 6 7

0.149+0.041

3.319+°-°gg

s2i%l
no+1
98.3

<ll
37+19

D2i%!

0 + 1

25!u »%

* Unitary effects turn out to be small. Thus a fit which is made up

of a sum of three complex amplitude Breit Wigner resonances would give

consistent numbers.
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log(const, x da/dt')

plotted versus |t'|.



JT exchange. Since M'' - 0" for all three waves it is clear that the

g^, gT,, and gT,, are produced by T exchange for |t'| < 0.3. For |t'|

> 0.3 other exchanges enter as the slope decreases.

The partial wave analysis of ^K+K~ was made simultaneously with

that of <j><l> by extrapolating from K+K~ masses just above the <j> mass and

the results are shown in Fig. 13. Approximately 672 of *K+K~ is

structureless and incoherent while * 30X is JPC - l"~ and « 32 is JPC

- 2 . This is entirely different than the $<$> case where within
I I

errors 2 is 100%. The 1 " is coherent (as seen in interference

effects) with the 2 <j>tj> waves and is also produced by JT exchange.

Therefore the 1 " phase can be measured relative to the large S <f»f>

wave phase and be used as a reference wave for the &>4> waves.

BACKGROUND

600 -

2.1 2.3 2.5

MASS(<£KK)GsV

Figure 13

Intensity of the partial

waves in the background

reaction jr'p -» ̂ K+K~n. The

smooth curves are Breit-

Wigner fits for the l " and

2 + , where the flat in all

angular variables background

fit is an exponent times the

threshold factor.

The phase traversal of the l" wave can be calculated using the

methods which are expected to estimate the two extremes. The 1*"

phase measured against the large S2 2
+ + $$ amplitude is shown in Fig.

14b. If the 1 is assumed to be produced by a Breit Wigner resulting

from a K-matrix pole we obtain the largest phase traversal of 84° as

indicated in Fig. 14b. On the other hand the minimum phase traversal

from a Reggeized multipheral Deck Mechanism is as indicated 31°.

The resultant Argand diagrams for each <j>4> wave can then be

plotted in absolute phase traversal for these two extreme cases as

plotted in Figs. 14a (K-matrix fit for 1") and 14c (Deck Mechanism

for 1 ). Both these cases show classic resonance amplitude and phase
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(a) Argand plots for the three 2 waves with the absolute phase

based on the l " <̂ KK wave being a Breit-Wigner resonance (K-

matrix), while (c) is based on the 1" ^KK resulting from a deck

mechanism. (b) shows the 1 phase (relative to the S-wave in

<f><fi) . The curves come from the two models stated for the 1

absolute phase.

behavior for all three resonances, and thus the real case which lies

between these extremes clearly would also show this.

Thus the g_,, g_, and gT,, are clearly established as resonances to a

degree which exceeds that of many commonly accepted resonances. It

should be noted that within the limitation of statistics and technique
23

there are two clear consistency confirmations both of which confirm

our results and agree that up to 2.5 GeV the <j><j> system is

predominantly 2 , and there are no conflicting experimental results.

There is no indication whatsoever of the h(2O3O) (I J - 0+4++)

[new name f,(2030)] which should be strongly produced in ̂ --exchange

thus showing how good the OZI filtering action of this channel is

against qq states composed of uu and dd. This is consistent with what

one would expect from the reaction shown in Fig. 8. In contrast in

n p K K n where the K K pair is just above the <j> in mass so that

the kinematics etc. are very similar we find for the ^K K — 67% is

structureless (flat background), « 30% is 1 (a kinematic effect for
+ - PC

an s-wave ^K K system produced by ^-exchange), and only 3% is J ~

2 which appears different and non-resonant. Also in TT p -» K K n in

the region of the g_, resonances we find a structureless behavior with



PC !•+
no indication of resonances with J , - 2 in the 2.0 - 2.5 GeV mass

PC
region where our <j><t> data lie, but we clearly find the h(2030) in J -

4 in striking contrast to its absence in $$. We also do not find

the h'(2200) [f4'(2200)] predicted by Godfrey and Isgur
24 since it

would be 0ZI-suppressed in <f><f> production.

These very striking phenomena are very naturally explained in the
C P C •+• i j

context of QCD by production of 1-3 I J - 0 2 glueballs. At least

PC +4-
one broad primary J - 2 glueball is required to explain the

PC
complete breaking of the OZI suppression and selection of only J -

2 resonant states, and the unique observation of these states only

in the $$ system. One could in principle then mix with one or two

other conventional qq states. However the simplest and natural

explanation of our data within the context of QCD is that we have
PC ++

found a triplet of J - 2 glueballs, which is the expected number
PC ++

of low-lying J - 2 glueballs. Although there have been several

attempts to explain our data by various other assumptions they have

been shown to be incorrect, do not fit the data or both. One

arguement advanced is that perhaps we have seen radially excited mixed

states such as the r\' which are formed via ordinary u,d quarks and

decay via the ss quark content.

The 2 nonet is well-known to be ideally mixed. In QCD there

are only two basic flavor mixing mechanisms (i.e. qq -» ss where q -
22

u,d): 1) Vacuum mixing which mixes the r\ and r\' about as far as

possible from ideal mixing. Vacuum mixing is expected to be most
PC ++

important for J - 0. It clearly does not mix the J - 2 nonet

which is well-established and = ideally mixed. Nor does it affect the

well-established l " nonet, and the reasonably established 3 * nonet.

2) Glueball mixing. In a coupled channel partial wave analysis
I | 0 5

of the 2 world sample of data we have shown that even the

f (1810), the radially excited f (the singlet of the octet), is

composed of u,d quarks and anti-quark pairs, and does not have any

appreciable ss content. Thus it clearly follows that the radial

excitation of the f2'(1525) singlet should be = pure ss. This would

correspond to the Godfrey-Isgur f5'(2040). Hence its production

would be OZI suppressed. Godfrey and Isgur have shown that by



assuming ideal mixing for all nonets and tbeir radial excitations

except 0" , they can explain the experimental data well with their qq
I i

model. They predict only three 2 states in the mass region of the

g 's. They are: 1) the 2 P2 [f '(2040)] with an ss quark pair; 2)

the I 3 F2

[f2(2050)] with uu and dd quarks; 3) the I
3 F2 [f2'(2240)] with an ss

quark pair.

1) The f '(2040) and 2) the f '(2240) are OZi suppressed i.n <j><t>

production.

2) The f~(2050) is OZI suppressed in decay to <fxj>. Therefore we

would not see any of these states in 4<t>-
PC ++Thus without at least one J - 2 glueball destroying the ideal

mixing we would not see any expected qq state in our <j>4> experiment.

Furthermore there is no explanation why in 4>4> we see three closely
P C I I

spaced isosinglet J -2 resonances, and nothing else whereas in

^K K and K K we see virtually all non-resonant background and no

evidence of resonances. Thus our data can naturally be explained
PC ++within the context of QCD by production of 1-3 J - 2 glueballs and

there is no viable alternate explanation to date " which fits its

unusual characteristics.

The MK III collaboration reported that in J/ij> radiative decay
PC - +they observe several hundred <j>4> which they conclude have J - 0 and

P C I I

see very little J - 2 ^ in the remainder. In J/j> radiative decay
one would expect the 0" channel to be strongly enhanced, since the

PC -+
process J/ip -» -yr) (virtual) -* y hadrons (with J - 0 ) would be

expected to be enhanced because it proceeds via spin flip of the cc

pair and is also enhanced at high masses (2.0 - 2.5 GeV) by the

influence of the r] pole at 3.1 GeV. Therefore with limited
c _+

statistics (a few hundred) a 0 44 continuum (or other resonances)
I I

could well be enhanced and accompanied by relatively few ^ in a 2

state. The expected relative strength of the 0 channel in J/t/i

* This is consistent with our $$> observations as we would have

expected to see both the h(2O3O) and the ss partner of the h(2030), as

well as the f '(2040) if the radially excited nonet departed

substantially from ideal mixing.



radiative decay is consistent with MIC III data. It should be noted

that in IT p -> <Mni the production process for glueballs would be as

previousl)' noted - 95% n n -* G and thus only 0 , 4 ,6 .... etc.

would be seen. Thus we would not see the 0 channel in our

experiments. Secondly as previously discussed since conventional qq

objects or continuum are obviously from our results filtered out, we

would not expect to see anything that does not contain resonating

gluons. Therefore we do not feel there is any basis for believing

there is an inconsistency between the two experiments. One should

also note that although such estimates are difficult to make, Sinha,
27 -5

Okubo and Tuan estimated [B Z/i> -* g_, + 7] x B (gT -» $4 ~ 0.7 x 10 )

whereas MK III limits are < 8.6 x 10 . In any event as I discussed

previously MK III clearly does not have either the statistics or

effective glueball filter action needed to-see the BNL/CCNY <j>4 states.

However in comparing our investigation on another reaction jr'p •*

K°K°n and our coupled channel K-matrix unitary analysis using the
^ ^ 18 20 25

world data ' ' including MK III, we could not reconcile our

analysis of the LASS experiment on n p •* K K A, and the MK III data on

the 2 channel which contains the f and f and 8. We found in that

analysis that LASS should have seen the t at a level ~ 0.4 the f

peak. However, LASS does not see the 6 down to a level of a few

percent. If we leave the SLAC MK III data out wo could fit all

hadronic experiments easily. If we leave the LASS data out we can

also fit the remaining data but we had not succeeded in fitting both.

Our difficulty of fitting the LASS experiment and the J/V>

radiative decay simultaneously in our coupled channel analysis, led

Lindenbaum and Longacre to request from Walter Toki of Mark III the

latest information on the status of the 9 quantum numbers. The Bolton

Thesis which he sent us made it clear that one could not distinguish

between 0 and 2 or a mixture for the 8' quantum numbers. ' It
29 PC ++

also became clear to us that the previous assignment of J - 2

for the 8 was based on the naive assumption that one could test for

one spin at a time over the whole region with very limited statistics

in the reaction J/t/> -» 7K K". This naive and very unreliable approach

was used instead of doing what is required to assign the quantum

numbers, namely perform a partial wave analysis considering all the



PC
likely J simulcaneously. That one should not place any serious

credence in this prior analysis was made clear by the Bolton
20 28 P +

Thesis ' which showed that this naive method preferred J - 0

instead of 2 + for the 85 K+K" data even when the 82-83 data was

included. When the original 82-83 data was used it preferred 2 .

Bolton then performed a minimal partial wave analysis allowing J - 0

and J - 2 with interference occurring simultaneously. In the f

region spin 2 is clearly selected whereas in the 9 region spin 0 is

selected. Thus contradicting t.he earlier naive published
29analysis. However since the statistics are limited and there may

well be other amplitudes present we conclude that there are not enough

statistics with a sophisticated enough analysis to assign the 9
1 I I I

quantum numbers. The most one can say is that 0 and 2 or a

mixture is not distinguishable._
In the J/ij) •* 7K K reaction the K K system in the 9 region under

s s s s p +

the previous naive hypothesis of one spin at a time favors J - 2 .

However if spin 2 and spin 0 interfering are allowed, this is a

minimal (statistics lumped in one bin with J - 0 ,2 ) acceptable

analysis, and thus the only part that should be considered. It gives

an ~ ha selection of |AQQ| (i.e. the J - 0 amplitude squared),

whereas all J - 2 amplitudes have less than 2a significance. MK III

concludes this J/V> -» 7K K reaction is the "clean" one and more

suitable to assign quantum numbers. However the statistics and

analysis are both clearly limited. Thus it is clear that spin 0 is

either favored or better to say there is insufficient statistics to
I I 1 1

decide between 0 and 2 or a mixture of both. We found the content

of Dave Hitlin's and Walter Toki's papers consistent with this

conclusion. Thus the above is the most one can say about the quantum

numbers of the 9 .
32

In regard to reconciling the MK III and LASS experiments, Liu

has followed his theoretical prejudice that the tensor glueball is a

large object while mesons are effectively point-like in comparison.

He then inserts a form factor for the 9 in the s-channel of the form
2 2 2 2 2

e Q /A with A - 1 GeV /c chosen to strongly suppress the JTJT decay

mode and also raises the rjrj decay mode of the 9 compared to the KK



mode. He achieves reasonable agreement with the 6 decay by this ad

hoc means.

Since all mesons are thought to be extended objects of qq pairs

connected by glue strings there is no justification of this ad hoc

distinction between meson sizes and glueball sizes. In particular his
2 2 2A = 1 GeV /c corresponds to a size for the glueball of ~ 1/5 fermi

and thus this approach would require u, d, s qq mesons to be

effectively point-like compared to - 1/5 fermi, contradicting what

one would expect from any potential or other conventional model.

Furthermore many successful calculations have been performed on

meson decay branching ratios without use of this new ad hoc approach.

The study of mesons and baryons and their decays have shown that Blatt

and Weisskopf barrier factors due to finite size are very important
3 233 2^+1

for qq and qqq states. Thus using only q without them as in

Ref. 32 is not correct at these high cm energies.

It should be noted that these conventionally used finite size
2

barrier factors saturate at high q and have a totally different
behavior than Liu's.

He then goes on to use this procedure in the t-channel for off-

shell KK interactions and succeeds in making the expected 8 peak

dissappear in the LASS experiment. There is no demonstration that

such a new procedure is justified. In fact there have been many

successful consistent analyses using the well-known one-particle

exchange model (OPE) without Liu's form factors, and the OPE

conventional model has fit the data well.

OPE has a factorization of the t-channel dependence from s-

channel behavior. The t behavior depends on the lower vertex

production (flip or nonflip) and the particle exchange quantum numbers

and slope. Once the amplitudes for the t-channel are separated into

their independent modes, a partial wave expansion is performed in the

final meson system as a function of s.

His ideas of introducing his new type of size form factors in the

t-channel would drastically change some of these results. He would at

least have to look at the whole problem of both s-channel decays of

various mesons and the t-channel production of various mesons to see

if his ad hoc assumption explains the data.
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As we have already discussed the Boltcm Thesis demonstrates Che

J of the 0 could be 0 at least as easily as 2 . The

disappearance of the 8 peak in the LASS experiment is a direct result

of the conventional and successful one meson exchange model if the 6

j p c _ o ^ which is discussed in this paper and also Refs. 18 and 20.
PC i I

It is clearly premature to take the MK III assigned J - 2 for the

8 as correct.

While we are on the subject of the 9, some other remarks about

the 9 situation are appropriate. It has been a common, but in our

opinion, unjustified practice to associate experimentally observed

bumps in various reactions with the SLAC 0(1720) for which the
PC I |

assignment J - 2 is claimed, but as discussed in this paper not

established.

The fo(1720) has also been claimed to be seen in double Pomeron
34

production. This work is plagued by systematic problems due to the

fact that they are not at high enough energy to clearly observe pure
35

double Pomeron production.

MK III has on various occasions considered a peak in the region
P C i I

of the J - 2 9(1720) and argued about its lack of strong

preference for a particular quark flavor from observations in 3/TJ>

decay. Since they have not established the quantum numbers of the 0

observed in radiative decay or that the alluded to observed states are

resonances with definite quantum numbers, these conclusions are not
PC -4-4-

justified. For example if J - 0 there is the possibility of

considerable flavor mixing.

If there is more than one qq state involved each could have a

different flavor structure and one could not be sure what one is

observing.

In other words without a proper sophisticated enough, and

significant enough partial wave analysis these claims are unjustified.

COUPLED CHANNEL ANALYSIS OF 0 AND 2

Thus for the purposes of our coupled channel analysis which
?5 PC ++

originally assumed J of the 8 was 2 , we now will instead follow

two scenarios: A) the Jr of the 8 - 2 ; B) the Jr of 9 - 0 . As

previously stated a mixture of both is also possible.
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If the $ should have J - 0 an interesting coincidence occurs.

* ' 36 ' 29
Then the S ' a state discovered before the $, with about the same

PC* x.i.

mass (M = 1712) and width as the 6 (I* « 185) but with Jr - 0 could

be the same as the B , and we will make this assumption in scenario B ) .

We will follow the usual principle of maximal simplicity (i.e. minimum

numbar of poles) in fitting the data. Note: scenario A is already

contradicted by the LASS experiment.
P C i i

In the case of scenario B [J (0) - 0 ], the first thing that

happens is the prediction of our coupled channel analysis that LASS

should have seen the 0 changes so that the lack of the d in the LASS

data is predicted.18'20

37
Furthermore the status of the G(1590) comes into question since

those authors used an anamolously low mass e(~ 1230 ± 30) in their fit

which gave the G(1590) whereas an e with mass in the range e — 1450 ±

50 MeV is representative of most other works. This subject was
! ,.- J 18,20previously discussed.

I will now report on a minimal coupled channel 0 and 2

analysis by Lindenbaum and Longacre which has yielded significant

preliminary results but which is still in progress. ' The S-wave

was fitted from 600 MeV to 1900 MeV.

The D-wave was fitted from 1,000 MeV to 1600 MeV^ using the

relevant data on final states which involve two pseudoscalars.

The data we used was from the reactions nir -+ nit, irir -* KK, TVTT •*

W, JUT -+ ijt,' , KK -+ KK, J/x/> - ynn, J/i> •+ 7KK, J/V> •* -yt/fj, and J/T/I -

yt)r)' . We found we needed only 2 poles to fit the D-wave in the f to 9

region f(1272) with T - 187 Mev; f'(1528) with T - 135 Mev. If the D-

wave fit were extended to the neighborhood of 1850, the f-ClSSO) (i.e.

the radial excitation of the f) is the only addition required.

To fit the S-wave we needed four poles in our simplest and thus

favored scenario B: S (1060 with r - 158; e(1478) with V - 246;

S*'(1712) with r - 185; gs(1266) with r - 315 Mev, plus a background

pole K - 2116 Mev, T - 11,610 Mev in which the following decay modes

were included: In the D-wave, f •+ JTIT, KK, ^TJ; f -+ •KT, KK, 17*7; S ' -*

t Since the 8 is now in the s-wave its peak disappears from the D-

wave.



irir, K K ; e -*• -Kit, K K , rm, r\r\' ; S ' -• JTJT, ,KK, tjij, fjij'; g_ -+ m r , K K , T/»/.

Some results of the reasonable fit we obtained are shown in Fig. 9 of

Ref. 20.

In scenario C the D-wave remained the same but we replaced the g

of scenario B with the G(1590) and included the following decay modes
* - "k

f o r t h e p o l e s : S -* nir, KK, 171?; e •* m, KK; S ' •+ mt, KK; G -» JTJT, 7/17,
o

17?'. The results of scenario C show that in |S| the fits to x, •* im
20

and i> •* 7?j>7 are unacceptable. Therefore this scenario is rejected.

Although we have identified the important minimal poles needed to

fit the data in 0 and 2 coupled channel analyses we are still

working on making the coupled channel analysis unitary in a K-matrix

formalism and completing it. Some further work done to date does not

significantly affect the results or conclusions herein.

From our prior experience we do not expect any significant change

in our our conclusions. Namely that in the simplest successful

scenario using the minimum number of poles (the 8 is the same as the

S ' with J - 04"*") and the g , S , e, S ' poles fit to the data is

acceptable while replacing the g (or any other pole in our minimum
s 20

pole fit) with the G does not lead to an acceptable fit.
What about Exotic Glueballs (oddballs)? One calls a particle

PC
exotic if its J cannot be made from a qq pair. This obviously does

not apply to glueballs which one could expect could easily have exotic

quantum numbers. However our <j><j> production process obviously involves

JT- exchange (i.e. it it annihilation into gluons) therefore we can only
PC1 *t™4* 1 1 1 1

have J - 0 ,2 ,4 ... and thus cannot make exotic glueballs.

However as you can see from Fig. 12 for |t'| > 0.3 there is a break in

slope toward smaller slopes implying that A-exchange etc. which can

make exotic glueballs can occur. At present only about 5% of our data

is in this region which are clearly too few events to allow a serious

analysis. We plan in future experiments to enhance observation of A-

exchange by a factor - 8 by going to lower energies and increasing our

apparatus acceptance. This will also improve our statistics per unit

time in ^-exchange. Our goal will be to search for possible exotic
PC

J . The question of the mass of such glueballs is of course quite

uncertain. However an experimental search in the mass region we have

available is clearly a desireable step in this glueball program.



SUMMARY

We have gathered and partial-wave analyzed 6658 events of w'p -»

<^n, and for maximum precision simultaneously analyzed the small

physical background reaction ic p -> $K K n accompanying the <j><j>. We

find the 4><t> which is 0Z1- forbidden towers above the ^K K which is

OZI-allowed by a factor - 50 when corrected for resolution. The <j>tj>

events are composed entirely within errors of three I J - 0 2

resonances the gT(2010), gT,(23OO) and gT,,(2340) whereas in contrast

the <j> K K is mostly structureless background, shows no evidence for
P C i i

resonances and has only 3% J — 2 compared to the 4"f> which has

(within errors) 100% resonant 2 , We were able to use the coherent

1 wave of the #K K to calculate absolute phase ranges for all three

resonances and show that they exhibit classic Breit-Wigner resonance

Argand plot behavior. They have been shown to be produced by the
PC ++

mechanism of pion exchange. la contrast all other J — 2 channels

in the 2.0 - 2.5 GeV region (the mass range of the g~'s) do not show

any of these resonances. However the h(2030) is seen and its ss

partner the predicted f '(2200) is probably seen in other channels.

Thus we have found a set of very striking phenomena which have

not been explainable by conventional means. The striking

characteristics of our data can be naturally explained by assuming
PC ++•

that 1-3 primary glueballs with J - 2 produce these states. At
P C I I

least one broad primary J - 2 glueball is necessary to explain the

selective breakdown of the OZI suppression and the strong filtering

which led to the absence of other states such as the h(2030) and

background found in other experiments. Other attempts to explain our

data have been shown to be incorrect, do not fit the data or both.

A comparison with the SLAC MK III 3/i> radiative decay was made

and it was concluded that due to the fact that they must have a much

weaker glueball filter as evid'enced by their seeing qq states such as

rj, r)' , f, f' , etc. and background, and have poor statistics, there is

no inconsistency in their not seeing our <j>4> states. Furthermore their

radiative decay process should favor 0 especially at the high

masses. We cannot observe 0 due to the jr-exchange production

mechanism. We also found from a unitary coupled channel analysis of

the world's data that we could not understand the absence of the 6 in



the LASS experiment K p -» K K A. An attempt by Liu to solve this

problem was discussed earlier in the paper and we do not consider it a

satisfactory resolution of the problem for the reasons previously

stated.
PC 18 70 ?8

From new evidence on the J of the 6 ' ' and the lack of
29

convincing evidence in the previous publication we have
T 8 90 PC

demonstrated ' that the J of the 6 cannot be differentiated from
j ^ _ o or 2 ^ or a mixture.

PQ 4-4-

If the 8 has J * 0 , since the mass and width are the same

(within errors) as the S ', the simplest assumption to make is that

the two are the same particle. With the f, f (D-wave), and S , g ,
* s

e, and S ', plus a broad background pole in the S-wave, the LASS

experiment and the other available data are reasonably fit with a

minimum number of poles. This cannot be done if the G replaces the g

thus raising questions on the status of the G as discussed in the

paper.

Finally, it is interesting to note that the only striking and

convincing evidence for glueball(s) was found in n p -» 6<hn which

depends on the OZI rule filtering action. Furthermore to date all

alternative explanations to the 2 glueball hypothesis in these

experiments have been shown to be theoretically incorrect, or do not
1 c -1 Q iyr\

fit the data or both. '

Thus the OZI rule has indeed been a unique selector of glueballs

and hadrons containing new quarks.



ROCHESTER CONFERENCE REMINISCENCES

Since we are celebrating 40 years of Rochester Conferences I will

discuss some of the highlights of my personal reminiscences in regard

to the Rochester Conferences.

THE DELTA - THE FIRST RESONANCES, ROCHESTER CONFERENCE OF 1954 AND

THEREAFTER

When pion beams became available at the Chicago Cyclotron, Fermi

and collaborators measured the negative and positive pion on proton
38

total cross sections in 1952. They found the negative pion-proton

total cross section rose sharply with energy and leveled off at around

200 MeV where the Chicago negative pion energies ran out. The ir p

total cross section kept rising up to about 135 MeV where the beam

energy reached its highest value. The ratio of the positive pion-

proton to negative pion-proton cross sections was about three at any

measured energy.
39

This led Bruckner to propose that an isotopic spin - angular

momentum - 3/2 JT-N resonance (in the sense of the strong coupling

theory) was being formed, even though one could only see the rising

part (for JT ) and up to the plateau (for 3r") of the Breit-Wigner

resonance (see Fig. 15). Fermi reservedly accepted this possibility,

but felt that differential angular distributions would have to be

measured and phase shift analyzed to determine whether a resonance

occurred or not.

At the Fourth Annual Rochester Conference (1954) there was

considerable discussion of whether this resonance solution was the

correct one. Fermi and collaborators subsequently measured the

angular distributions. Some of these results and their analysis were

reported at the Fourth Annual Rochester Conference. From a final

phase shift analysis of them they subsequently concluded that there
40

was not a resonance. That the isotopic spin - angular momentum -

3/2 state phase shift rose to about 50° and fell thereafter (instead

of the rapid rise through 90° required for a resonance). While a

conspiracy due to a rising isotopic spin - 3/2 and angular momentum

1/2 wave while the expected resonance wave was falling mimicking
40

resonance behavior of the total cross section. However Fermi
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Figure 15

Total cross sections for scattering of JT and JT mesons in

hydrogen (including charge exchange). (From Brueckner, Phys.

Rev. 86. 106 (1952).)

conceded that a resonance solution later found by Bethe and
41

collaborators was possible.

Early in 1953 I and my collaborator used the higher energy beams

which became available at the Brookhaven Cosmotron in an initial

experiment to determine the behavior of a ,(ir~p) from 150 to 750

MeV. These results were reported at the Fourth Annual Rochester
42bConference.

A prominent peak at about 180-200 MeV and a rapid decrease at

higher energies was observed (Fig. 16). For positive pions

particularly the decrease after the peak was considerably faster than
2

I/A . This behavior was very suggestive of a resonance, and it was

shown by Lindenbaum and Yuan that the Bruckner resonance formula

fits the data. Correction for resolution effects would raise the

points in the peak region to the theoretical curve. This is clearly

shown by our later high resolution high precision work. The data
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Figure 16

From Lindenbaum and Yuan. This graph is shown as Fig. 70 in

the IVth Annual Rochester Conference.

were also shown to fit the Chew-Low equation predictions and thus were

clear evidence for a pion-nucleon resonance.

However in order to obtain additional independent evidence for

the pion-nucleon resonance we wanted to see if we could form it in

nucleon-nucleon collisions. The reasoning was if the nucleon has an

excited resonant state, striking it with another nucleon could be

expected to excite it to the resonance state, from which it could then

decay via emission of a pion.

This mechanism would totally contradict the Fermi statistical
52theory because then the pion-nucleon resonance would essentially be

a new particle in addition to the pion and nucleons.

Our experiments were performed by using counter telescopes to

measure the momentum spectrum of positive and negative pions from

proton-Beryllium and proton-proton collisions at 2.3 and 1.0 BeV

incident protons. The observed momenta spectra showed a low energy,

relatively sharp peak in contrast to the smooth broad behavior

predicted by the Fermi statistical theory contradicting it. The

comparison of the data and the Fermi statistical theory are shown in



Figs. 17a-b. At the Fourth Annual Rochester Conference we
42b

presented only the Be data. The hydrogen data was obtained

subsequently and confirmed the conclusions drawn from the Be data.44
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Figure 17(a)

Relative energy spectrum in

the c.m. system of pions

produced in hydrogen and

beryllium by 2.3- and 1.0-

Bev protons.

100
PION KINETIC ENERGY IN THE CM. SYSTEM

STATISTICAL THEORY
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Figure 17(b)

Comparison of the experi-

mental results for produc-

tion of pions in Be and H

(positive-pion spectrum only)

with the statistical theory

predictions.



This data behaved as would be expected for the concept of

exciting one or both nucleons to a pion-nucleon resonant state with

isotopic spin - angular momentum - 3/2 as the dominant mechanism of

pion production. This led me to propose a crude version of the Isobar

Model. In this model nucleon-nucleon collisions led to excitation of

one or both nucleons to an isobaric resonant state with I - J - 3/2,

and then decayed by pion emission.

N + N - N * + N - N + JT + N

N + N-+N +N*-*N + 7r + N + jr.
45

This model was then made quantitative and shown to fit the

experimental data of our and the other experiments.

We generalized the model to include other nucleon isobaric
46

states, incident pions and pion excited states. This was an

important concept since it was the first work which recognized that

particle states dominate high energy strong interactions. The later

proliferation of resonant states was a natural consequence of this

approach. The isobar model albeit with some added refinements is

still the standard model used in partial wave analysis of strong

particle production.

Although our data and work (since 1953) was almost screaming
40

resonance, the phase shift solution of Fermi, Metropolis and Alei

never found a resonant solution. After discussing this situation with

Bethe, he worked with Fermi's computer expert Metropolis to try and
41find a resonant solution. They forced the computer to search for a

2
resonant solution (rather than lowest x ) an<* found one with a

slightly worse fit, but not significantly different. Bethe used

theoretical arguments to very strongly prefer the resonant solution.

Fermi felt these arguments were somewhat hypothetical.

In any event there was clearly not a unique solution. The Yang

and Minami ambiguities further confused this situation. A unique

resonant solution was not selected until 1958 when Lindenbaum and

Sternheimer used the spin flip forward dispersion relations to show

The Yang solution was much discussed at the Fourth Annual Rochester

Conference.



the Minami ambiguity of the Fermi type and Yang solutions was

eliminated and only one unique resonant solution with I - J - 3/2

remained.

VERIFICATION OF THE FORWARD DISPERSION RELATION FOR *%, p-p and p-p -

ROCHESTER CONFERENCE, DUBNA, 196448

In the Twelfth Rochester Conference on High Energy Physics 1 had

the pleasure of being a rapporteur on the subject of pions and

nucleons above 1 GeV. A most significant result at this conference

was the reporting of the first measurements of p-p, p-p and most

significantly w~p real parts of the forward elastic scattering

amplitudes. This combined with total cross section data allowed

consistency checks with existing forward dispersion relation

calculations. Although the errors in this early work were large and

the calculations far from unique there was consistency between

experiment and theory.

The most critical test was of course »r~p since there is no

unknown non-physical region contribution and the forward scattering

amplitude contains only one term, the non-flip ordinary scattering

amplitude. We had several years earlier originated the new on-line
49

computer technique (which has now become the standard technique in

high energy physics) and this allowed our group to be the only ones to

investigate ir~p forward dispersion relations by determining the real

and imaginary parts of the forward scattering amplitude accurately

enough. We subsequently refined the measurements and calculated the

JT~P forward dispersion relations with an additional subtraction at the

highest energy point to effectively desensitize them to reasonable

variations in the high energy behavior.

This allowed us to critically demonstrate for the first time that

the forward dispersion relations were valid in strong interactions.

Since the forward dispersion relations depend on te basic axioms of

modern field theory including causality (i.e. Einstein's special

theory of relativity) their experimental proof was of great

importance. We were then able to use them as a crystal ball to look

at how the total cross sections behave at high energies. We concluded

"Asymptopia" (i.e. the validity of the Pomeranchuk theorem) would not

occur before at least 25,000 GeV or probably before 1,000,000 GeV.



Although these were considered suprisingly high energies at the time,

modern theorists have pushed "Asymptopia" to energies corresponding
19

to the Planck length (- 10 GeV) that is the Big Bang energies that

created our universe.

GIJJEBALLS - ROCHESTER CONFERENCES, PARIS 1982 AND MUNICH 1988

Since much has been said about glueballs in the first part of the

paper, I will merely make two brief points here. In the Rochester
a

Conference in Paris in 1982 we presented the first experimental

demonstration of the existence and determination of all the quantum

numbers of two I J - 0 2 resonances which till this day have as

the only viable explanation within the context of QCD, that they were

produced by at least one primary glueball intermediate state.

In the Rochester Conferene of 1988 I gave a review talk on

"Experimental Progress in Gluonia" and demonstrated the (by now) three

I J a - 0 2 states gT(2010), ^,(2300) and gT,,(2340) are the only

glueball candidates which do not have any other viable explanation

except that they are produced by 1-3 primary glueballs and they are to

a high probability the discovery of glueball(s). The very striking

and unusual characteristics of the data which allow us to be this

definitive would not occur without the very effective OZI rule

filtering action which in the reaction it p •» $i<jJn allows that glueballs

pass freely while other quark-built states are highly suppressed.

OVERALL SUMMARY

I have shown that the OZI rule is a highly effective selector of

new quarks and glueballs. I have also in the latter part briefly

described some personal Rochester Conference reminiscences on the

delta, the experimental verification of the forward dispersion

relation interactions, and lastly glueballs.

A phrase coined by the author to describe the "theoretically

promised land where all asymptotic theorems come true."
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